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Overall Description  
All rooms in the Lower Basement are located off of the east or west corridors (BC204 and 
BC201 respectively) and connected by corridor BC03 at the south end of the building. Labs are 
located along the central core. Restrooms, offices, stairs and elevators are on the perimeter of 
the building. The men’s restroom is in B258 and the women’s restroom in B222; three stairwells 
at the north ends of corridors BC205 and BC201 and the south end of BC201; and there is one 
elevator BE224 in the southwest corner that accesses all floors of SRTC.  
 
Restrooms  
The men’s restroom is located in B258 along the west wall of corridor BC205, just a few rooms 
north of elevator BE224.  
 
The women’s restroom is located along the east wall of corridor BC201, straight down corridor 
BC203 and turn left if coming out of elevator BE224.  
 
There is no all-gender restroom on this floor. 
 
Wheelchair Accessible Entrances and Exits  
Wheelchair Access can be made via the elevator from the Upper Basement Level through the 
southeast ramp or the northwest ramp entrance, or from the First Floor southwest ramp 
entrance. 
 
Elevators  
The elevator BE224 is at the southwest corner between corridors BC203 and BC204 and 
accesses all floors of SRTC.  
 
Stairs  
There are three main stairwells on the Lower Basement Floor that access all floors of the 
building: 

• BS202 is in the southeast corner between corridors BC203 and BC201.  
• At the north end of corridor BC201 is stairwell BS201.  
• At the northwest end of corridor BC205 is stairwell BS203.  

There are also two smaller stairwells, BS205 and BS204, that are situated midway down 
corridors BC201 and BC205 that provide direct access to the Upper Basement (B1).  
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Overall Description  
All rooms in the Upper Basement are located off of the east or west corridors (BC105 and 
BC101 respectively) and connected by corridor BC103 at the south end of the building. Labs are 
located along the center core. Restrooms, offices, stairs and elevators are on the perimeter of 
the building. There is an all-gender single-occupancy bathroom in either corridor in rooms 
B158C and B122B; three stairwells at the north ends of corridors BC105 and BC101 and the 
south end of BC101; and there is one elevator BE124 in the southwest corner that accesses all 
floors of SRTC. There is also the bike garage at the north exterior of the building in room 
B101A. 
 
Restrooms  
There are two all-gender single-occupancy bathrooms located in the east and west corridors, 
BC105 and BC101.  
 
The west bathroom in room B158C is the fourth door along the perimeter wall going north from 
the elevator.  
 
The east bathroom in room B122B is the third door north along the perimeter wall from the 
stairwell BS102. 
 
Wheelchair Accessible Entrances and Exits  
Wheelchair access can be made from the southeast entrance down the U-shaped ramp; from 
the ramped north entrance to vestibule BV100; and via the elevator which connects to the first 
floor with its own southwest ramp entrance near the backside of the building. 
 
Elevators  
There is one elevator, BE124, in the southwest corner of the building between corridors BC106 
and BC103 and it accesses all floors. 
 
Stairs  
There are two main stairwells on the Upper Basement Floor that access all floors of the building: 

• BS102 is in the southeast corner between corridors BC103 and BC102.  
• At the north end of corridor BC105 is stairwell BS103.  

There are also two smaller stairwells, BS105 and BS104, that are situated midway down 
corridors BC101 and BC105 that provide direct access to the Lower Basement (B2).  
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Overall Description 
All rooms in Floor 1 are located off of the east or west corridors C103 and C104 and connected 
into a continuous loop by the south corridor C101 and the north corridor C102. Labs are located 
along the center core. Restrooms, offices, stairs and elevators are on the perimeter of the 
building. There is a men’s restroom in room 152 and a women’s restroom in 126; three 
stairwells at the north ends of corridors C103 and C104 and the south end of C104; and there is 
one elevator E124 at the south end of corridor C103 that accesses all floors of SRTC. In the 
main entry of SRTC in room 139, there are numerous study spaces, access to small classrooms 
along the south wall, and a spiraling staircase S104 that connects to the second floor.  
 
Restrooms  
The men’s restroom is in room 152 in corridor C103 north of the elevator 
 
The women’s restroom is in 126 of corridor C104.  
 
There is no all-gender restroom on this floor. 
 
Wheelchair Accessible Entrances and Exits  
Wheelchair access to the First Floor can be made from the southeast entrance down the U-
shaped ramp or from the ramped north entrance to vestibule BV100 on the Upper Basement 
level and up the elevator. Wheelchair access can also be made via the southwest ramp 
entrance near the backside of the building that connects directly to the First Floor. 
 
Elevators  
There is one elevator, E124, between the south end of corridor C103 and the main study area of 
room 139, situated along the west wall. This elevator accesses all floors of the building. 
 
Stairs  
There are three stairwells on the First Floor that access all floors of the building, and another 
stairwell in the main study area of room 139 that accesses two floors.  

• S102 is in the southeast corner between the exterior entrance and corridor C104.  
• At the north end of corridor C103 is stairwell S103.  
• At the north end of corridor C104 is stairwell S101.  
• Stairwell S104 in room 139 near the building’s main entrance provides access to only 

the First and Second Floors. 
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Overall Description  
All rooms in Floor 2 are located off of the east or west corridors C103 and C104 and connected 
into a continuous loop by the north corridor C201 and room 238. Labs are located along the 
center core of the floor. Restrooms, offices, stairs and elevators are on the perimeter of the 
building. There are two men’s restrooms in rooms 252 and 237, and two women’s restrooms in 
rooms 241 and 226. In the main room 238 of SRTC are numerous study spaces, access to 
offices along the south wall, and a spiraling staircase S204 that connects to the First Floor. 
There are three other stairwells: two at either end of corridor C204 and one at the north end of 
corridor C203 that provide access to all floors of the building.  
 
Restrooms  
There are four total restrooms on the Second Floor: 

• Corridor C203 has a men’s restroom in 252 along the west wall. 
• Corridor C203 has a women’s restroom in 241 at the south end of the corridor.  
• Corridor C204 has a women’s restroom in 226 along the west wall. 
• Corridor C204 has a men’s restroom in 237 and the south end of the corridor.  

 
Wheelchair Accessible Entrances and Exits  
Wheelchair access to the Second Floor can be made from the Upper Basement level’s 
southeast U-shaped ramp or from the ramped north entrance to vestibule BV100 and up the 
elevator. Wheelchair access can also be made via the southwest ramp entrance near the 
backside of the building that connects directly to the First Floor, and then up the elevator to the 
Second Floor. 
 
Elevators  
There is one elevator, E224, between the south end of corridor C203 and the main study area of 
room 238, situated along the west wall. This elevator accesses all floors of the building. 
 
Stairs  
In the main room 238 of SRTC there is a spiraling staircase S204 that connects only to the First 
Floor.  
 
There are three other stairwells: two at the north (S201) and south (S202) ends of corridor C204 
and one more stairwell (S203) at the north end of corridor C203. These three stairwells access 
all floors of the building.  
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Overall Description  
All rooms in Floor 3 are located off of the east or west corridors C303 and C304 and connected 
into a continuous loop by the north corridor C301 and south corridor C302. Labs are located 
along the center core of the floor. Restrooms, offices, stairs and elevators are on the perimeter 
of the building. There is a men’s restroom in 352 and a women’s restroom in 326. There are 
three stairwells -- two at either end of corridor C304 and one at the north end of corridor C303 
that provide access to all floors of the building.  
 
Restrooms  
There are two restrooms on the Third Floor. Midway down corridor C303 is the men’s restroom 
in 352. Midway down corridor C304 is the women’s restroom in 326.  
 
Wheelchair Accessible Entrances and Exits  
Wheelchair access to the Third Floor can be made from the Upper Basement level’s southeast 
U-shaped ramp or from the ramped north entrance to vestibule BV100 and up the elevator. 
Wheelchair access can also be made via the southwest ramp entrance near the backside of the 
building that connects directly to the First Floor, and then up the elevator to the Third Floor. 
 
Elevators  
There is one elevator, E324, between the south end of corridor C303 and C302, situated along 
the west wall. This elevator accesses all floors of the building. 
 
Stairs  
There are three stairwells on the Third Floor that provide access to all floors of the building: 

• The north end of corridor C304 has stairwell S301  
• The south end of corridor C304 has stairwell S302 
• Corridor C303 has one stairwell S303 at the north end.  
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Overall Description  
In the Fourth Floor all rooms are located off of the east or west corridors C403 and C404 and 
connected into a continuous loop by the north corridor C401 and south corridor C402. Labs are 
located along the center core of the floor. Restrooms, offices, stairs and elevators are on the 
perimeter of the building. There is a men’s restroom in 452 and a women’s restroom in 426. 
There are three stairwells: two at either end of corridor C404 and one at the north end of 
corridor C403 that provide access to all floors of the building.  
 
Restrooms  
There are two restrooms on the Fourth Floor: 

• Midway down corridor C403 is the men’s restroom in 452. 
• Midway down corridor C404 is the women’s restroom in 426.  

 
Wheelchair Accessible Entrances and Exits  
Wheelchair access to the Fourth Floor can be made from the Upper Basement level’s southeast 
U-shaped ramp or from the ramped north entrance to vestibule BV100 and up the elevator. 
Wheelchair access can also be made via the southwest ramp entrance near the backside of the 
building that connects directly to the First Floor, and then up the elevator to the Fourth Floor. 
 
Elevators  
There is one elevator, E324, between the south end of corridor C303 and C302, situated along 
the west wall. This elevator accesses all floors of the building. 
 
Stairs  
There are three stairwells on the Fourth Floor that provide access to all floors of the building: 

• Corridor C404 has stairwell S401 at the north end 
• Corridor C404 has stairwell S402 at the south end.  
• Corridor C403 has stairwell S403 at the north end.  
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